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Kitchen Filtration & Odour Control
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Breathe free Breathe Euromate®

The complete solution for degreasing and deodorising

• eliminate grease deposition

• lower fire hazard

• get rid of odour nuisance

• reduce maintenance costs

• minimise impact on the environment



Prevent fire hazards and expensive 
maintenance

Avoid the risk of premises closure 
caused by odour nuisance

Minimise impact on 
the environment 

The SFE efficiently filters grease and other
contaminants from the air so that the 
permissible environmental pollution levels
are not exceeded. The resulting air 
discharge is both clean and odour free.
Installing the Kitchen Filtration & Odour
Control system clearly shows that you care
about your neighbourhood.

Reduce the discharge of harmful 
pollutants

Eliminate grease deposition 
in ducting and on fans 

The accumulation of grease in ducting and
on fans increases fire hazard. The Euromate
SFE is an efficient electrostatic filter system
that removes even the smallest of grease 
particles from the air. Because grease 
accumulation is eliminated, duct maintenance
is minimised, which results in a significant
cost saving. 

What methods were previously available to prevent odour nuisance? 
A chimney does not solve the problem; the polluted air is expelled higher-up, but still settles nearby. In addition, 
the installation costs are high, the chimney spoils the outline of your establishment, and constitutes a significant
additional fire hazard. Although an activated carbon filter system reduces the odour nuisance, it cannot handle
grease accumulation! The system will therefore block up rapidly and requires frequent and costly maintenance.
Moreover, a grease-saturated activated carbon filter is considered chemical waste, so removal costs are high.

No half measures
Kitchen fume problems are not exclusively about the nuisance of grease or exclusively about odours. Both problems
need to be solved ‘at source’. That is why the Euromate electrostatic SFE filter system combined with NutralAir® is 
the degreasing and deodorising solution.The duct-installed SFE system traps the smaller grease particles and other
contaminants that pass the grease filters in the cooker hood. NutralAir® catches and neutralises the remaining 
molecules that cause the smell, so that odours disappear.

Get rid of odour nuisance 
in the neighbourhood 

Odour nuisance is a particular problem in
densely populated areas. Neighbours’ 
complaints may even result in premises closure.
Euromate’s NutralAir® system neutralises the
odours from the various cooking methods
used in professional kitchens. 

NutralAir® is used ideally in 
combination with the 
Euromate SFE system.

SFE NutralAir®
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Yes, I want to solve problems with the air from our kitchen.
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SFE + NutralAir®: the complete 
solution to kitchen fume problems

Suitable for removal of all grease and odour emissions from commercial kitchens
Any amount of grease and odours can be eliminated. Euromate has the appropriate, complete solution
for any kitchen or cooking method. The SFE + NutralAir® system is the ultimate compact and flexible
design that can easily be expanded or modified to suit any requirement and situation. 


